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Why kSZ?
Counts all free electrons
Group-sized halos, High redshift
Spectro catalog preferred ➞ DESI, PFS
CMB
Galaxies
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error bars are highly correlated due to the photometry method, but the models can nonetheless

and lensing profiles for the same halos

Combining tSZ & kSZ: Forecast

Feedback from kSZ: CMB S4 & DESI

e.g. CMB-S4 + DESI-like survey, SNR ~200 (kSZ), ~500
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consistent with Fisher forecasts
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Current data: AdvACT & BOSS
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Schaan+ and Amodeo+ in prep

and CMB lensing profiles for the same halos
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Darwish Madhavacheril Sherwin+ in prep

DESI has started!

Commissioning complete!
5k fiber spectrograph on 4m Mayall telescope
➞ 5% kSZ by Y1
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Helping galaxy - galaxy lensing
DESI galaxies

Shear

CDM+gas
kSZ

gas

Total mass profile and gas profile for
same halos
same HOD
same weighting (linear in mass, VS tSZ or Xray)
same angular scale
➞ no modeling needed
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“Galaxy-galaxy lensing is low”
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Figure 6. The impact of baryons on the expected lensing signal
as probed by TNG300 (solid lines) or Illustris (dashed lines). We
show the ratio of the ESD in the full physics run to the dark
matter-only run for matched field haloes. The colours indicate
the stellar mass of the hosted galaxy in the full physics run, as

Baryons resolve part of the discrepancy.
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“Galaxy-galaxy lensing is low”
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Figure from Nick Battaglia and Stefania Amodeo

We will answer this question!
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Helping cosmic shear
In principle, need gas profiles for all halos
In practice, still helpful

Degradation in σ8
from gas profile

without ksz info

Preliminary
with ksz info
(5% prior on two gas params)

figure from Mat Madhavacheril

Helping cosmic shear
Baryonic effect on cosmic shear without measuring all halos
van Daalen+19:

van Daalen+19
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with a logarithmic vertical axis. Each panel shows the relative change in
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Summary
kSZ from S4 & galaxies ➞ percent gas profiles
Require overlap with spectro surveys like DESI
Directly measure baryonic effects on matter power spectrum
Learn more cosmology from CMB lensing & galaxy lensing
Pipeline ready to use:
https://github.com/EmmanuelSchaan/ThumbStack
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